Automated driving is becoming a reality where HD Map plays an important role in path planning and vehicle localization. Lane boundary geometry is one of the key components of HD Map. It is typically created from ground level LiDAR and imagery data, which have their limitations such as prohibitive cost, infrequent update, traffic occlusions, and incomplete coverage. In this paper, we propose a novel method to automatically extract lane information from satellite imagery using pixel-wise segmentation, which addresses the aforementioned limitations. We will also publish a dataset consists of satellite imagery and the corresponding lane boundaries as ground truth to train, test, and evaluate our method.
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Highly accurate, precise, and detailed lane-level maps, as described in Open Lane Model by the Navigation Data Standard [31] , is critical in enhancing driving safety and empowering automated driving. Lane-level maps enhances vehicle sensor functionality for contextual analysis of the environment, assist vehicle in executing controlled maneuvers beyond sensing range, and provide precise vehicle positioning and orientation on HD Maps. It works in conjunction with signs, barriers, poles, and surface markings to provide the vehicle a more comprehensive and accurate knowledge of the environment. One of the most important attribute in lane-level maps is lane boundary and geometry. Given millions of kilometers of roads in the world, it is cost-prohibitive and time-consuming to manually create and maintain such lane information at a centimeter-level. Ground-level Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. SIGSPATIAL'17, Los Angeles, California, USA © 2017 ACM. 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM. . . $15.00 DOI: 10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn imagery and LiDAR are two of the primary data sources to automatically extract lane information [17] . [6] proposed the method to detect roads from airborne imagery using color and edge information; [19, 24, 36] proposed to detect road surface and lane markings from LiDAR using the highly accurate and precise 3D measurements in a LiDAR point cloud. Moreover, point cloud aligned with perspective imagery can generate training data [14] to assist lane-marking detection in perspective imagery. Object occlusion is one of the biggest challenge of road/lane extraction in both LIDAR point cloud and ground-level imagery. As an example, in Figure 1 , a truck that drives along side the data acquisition vehicle at a similar speed casts a "wall" in the middle of the road. Recently, a lot of work has been done to automate lane-level map generation using vehicle-sensor meta data crowd-sourced from large fleet of vehicles [11] in addition to ground level data such as imagery [8] [9] [10] , LiDAR [38] , GPS, and Inertial Measurement Unit(IMU) collected by mobile mapping vehicles.
Extracting road/lane information from airborne imagery has its advantage over terrestrial data due to its comprehensive coverage, low-cost, ease to update. The history of road extraction from orthogonal imagery (e.g. satellite and aerial) can be traced back to more than forty years ago; however, limited by image resolution (typically over 2 meters per pixel), traditional approaches rely on edge detection, color segmentation, linear feature detection, and topological linking [3, 35] to extract road networks from overhead imagery. In recent years, more machine-learning based approaches are proposed to detect patch/pixel-wise road region [7, 15, 18, 22, 23] . These road centric approaches still cannot model the lane-level features even though the common satellite image resolution has improved to 0.5 meter per pixel. Now, satellite imagery can have a resolution of 0.5 meter per pixel or less, which allows us to utilize the classic approaches with much detailed imagery to model lane-level features [20, 21, 26, 30] . There are still two challenges after the lane boundary line is successfully detected: the representation of the lane model and the evaluation metric of model accuracy and performance. In paper [26] , the road model is represented as a collection of unstructured lines without attributes; while in paper [30] , the definition of accuracy is based on the percentage of pixel-wise overlap comparing to their manually drawn line masks in the input images. Hence, their claimed accuracy is less persuasive.
Autonomous vehicles are becoming more of a reality. The increasing demand of HD mapping can be predicted, especially for interstate transportation (i.e. autonomous truck [13] . The three largest highway networks in the world, U.S., China, and India, are 103, 446, and 79 thousand kilometers [1, 32] long, respectively, which motivates us to concentrate on highway-level road network in this paper. We propose a novel, automated lane boundary extraction technique from satellite imagery. Our approach consists of two stages: pixel-wise line segmentation and hypotheses-grouping classification linking. The pixel-wise line segmentation approach contains patch-based lane-marking classification, and for each positive patch, we segment line pixels to generate line candidates. Hypotheseslinking connects each line candidate by minimizing the proposed cost function to generate structured lane model. A formalized roadmodel-accuracy-metric is designed to evaluate the results rigorously. We also manually extracted lane boundary ground truth from our dataset. Along with satellite imagery, it can be used for training, testing, and evaluation for comparative studies.
METHODOLOGY
Our lane-boundary-geometry extraction approach contains two stages. In training, similar to [14] , we use the ground truth lane boundary geometry and the corresponding satellite imagery from Bing Tile Server as input, project lane boundary lines to imagery, crop image into small patches, and train our patch level classifier. In extraction, our approach uses pre-trained classifier, target route/trajectory, and corresponding satellite imagery as input, detects patch-level lane marking candidates [12] , segment the pixel-wise lane marking candidates, and links [30] the pixel-wise candidates to generate lane boundary geometry.
Patch and Patch Level Classification
The objective of this step is to build a classifier that can determine whether an image patch contains any lane marking pixel. Even though the ground truth road model is organized in chunk-wise structure 1 , due to the specificity of the tile system, generating training patches in chunks unnecessarily queries the image server twice (each tile always contains two to three chunks at high resolution level). Hence, our solution is designed as tile-wise -for each tile along trajectory, project all control points of each functional line and connect them. To reduce noise (i.e. lane marking pixel of adjacent road surfaces), the surface region is bounded by road boundaries (given in the ground truth dataset). Samples contain lane marking pixels in red and road surface region in green are illustrated in Figure 2 .
A sliding window is designed to crop training patches from corresponding satellite image within the road surface. The label for each patch is determined by whether there is any lane marking pixel hit 1 Divide road along centerline into pieces evenly in the current patch. To reduce misleading ground truth patches (the patch contains two independent lines), an appropriate window size should be thinner than lane width in real scale, which is 3.5 meters 2 . In this project, the ground resolution is approximately 0.15 meter per pixel at tile level 20, which means the patch size should be less than 24. Examples of positive (contain lane marking pixel) and negative patches are shown in Figure 3 . Given a satellite tile image (shown in Figure 4 (a)), its corresponding probability map of patch level lane marking with certain configuration (patch size is 12 pixels, use pixel representation feature and Random Forest classifier) is illustrated in Figure 4 (b).
Pixel-wise Lane Marking Segmentation
Our patch level classification returns a probability map as output, which contains high probability lane marking regions like the red area shown in Figure 4 (b). However, since each region is always several pixels wide (depending on patch size and step length), this wide range obviously could not meet the requirement considering the definition of HD Maps [5] .
To segment and locate precise lane marking pixels, we consider pixels with the highest intensity in each slice of lane marking region perpendicular to road trajectory as lane-marking candidate. Then, we fit a line segment through the lane marking pixel candidates. For example, in Figure 5 , assuming the trajectory is up, for each row of this region, the highest intensity points are 151, 154, and 150, respectively, which means the lane marking line segment should be the centerline of this region. Even though the satellite image resolution has already matched the lane marking width, limited by image compression, hardware constraints(lens, CMOS), and optical limitations (i.e. angular resolution), tiny/thin object will always be blurred at its boundaries when captured. Furthermore, to segment more precise lane marking pixel locations, we introduce sub pixel-wise segmentation. For each slice of the lane marking region, fit a Gaussian model (green lines in Figure 5 ) and find the peak of each model (yellow circles in Figure 5 ). Then, the lane marking pixel location becomes subpixel-wise instead of the naive pixel-wise of each slice of the lane marking region. Theoretically, line accuracy can be improved by at most half a pixel. The pixel-wise lane marking segmentation result is illustrated in Figure 6 . 
Line Candidates Grouping, Classification and Linking
The The method of of transforming the unstructured lines to structured lines with function labels contains three steps: grouping line candidates from each chunk, classify the function of each line group, and link the missing lines.
In the grouping step, whether or not to push a line into a group depends on the relative distance 3 between the current line to all other line candidates in the current chunk, in the neighboring chunk(s), and their relative distances to road centerline/vehicle trajectory. For example, line candidates (gray) from four continuous chunks and vehicle trajectory (blue dashed) are illustrated in Figure 8 (a) . After the grouping step, five groups are generated and colored in Figure 8 (b) . On a certain portion of the road, for each group, the function label is determined by the ratio of the total length of detected line segments belong to this group, to the total length of road contains this line group. Typically, consider reasonable mis-detection and wrong detection, the length ratio of dashed line is below 40% and the ratio of solid line is above 80%. In the task of modeling highway roads, there is an assumption that each road portion can have at most two solid lines bounding the (drivable) road surface. Figure 8 (c) illustrates the groups after the classification step, solid lines and dashed lines are colored in dark red and dark green, respectively, lines out of solid lines (drivable road surface) are colored in gray and will be ignored. In the final step, if one chunk does not contain a line that belongs to the group which passes this chunk, a synthetic line will be interpolated (light green lines shown in Figure 8 (d) ). Notice that in this grouping, classification, and linking procedure, numerous thresholds and constrains (i.e. distance threshold, search range, etc.) are needed to control the process. Generally speaking, if we abstract all these variables into one degree: loose (longer search range, wider distance threshold) and tight (shorter search range, narrower distance threshold) to reflect the abstract performance of the model, the tightness-to-performance chart is illustrated in Figure 9 4 . As we can see, it is a trade off between function accuracy and geometry accuracy 5 . Figure 9 : Constrains tightness to modeling performance chart. 4 This chart is subject to mis-detection rate and wrong detection rate for the portion of road 5 The definitions of function and geometry are described in Section 4.1 Furthermore, if any constraint (additional information) is provided when extracting the lane boundary geometry -for example, if we know the number of lanes for a certain portion of the road -this process can be fine tuned to generate a much better result.
LANE BOUNDARY GROUND TRUTH COLLECTION
In paper [30] , the author uses manually-drew, pixel-based ground truth, represented in 'mask' format [29] , to evaluate his accuracy. The author does not have detailed description and statistic of his dataset. The number of ground truth masks is 50, which also limits its persuasion. To code our lane boundary geometry dataset, we built an interactive tool which allows us to manually draw lane boundaries from scratch and present background image from various sources (i.e. point cloud projection, satellite imagery, etc.). The user interface is shown in Figure 11 . An lane boundary geometry extraction from LiDAR point cloud pipeline will be executed at the very beginning to generate near-perfect lane boundaries to boost our modeling efficiency from 29.2 meters per minute to 12.8 meters per minute 6 . Then we use our tool to edit (delete, move, insert, etc.) the control points on lane boundary lines to make align them with the background imagery perfectly.
As one of the contributions, we will publish this line based lane boundary geometry ground truth on our FTP server once the paper is accepted. In this section, we are going to discuss the road selection, coding rules, lane boundary geometry representation, and potential system errors. More lane boundary geometry data of diversified scenarios (luminance condition, country, etc.) will be published as future work.
Lane Boundary Data Description
We collect lane boundary geometry on Germany Autobahn A99 (Bundesautobahn 99), from location 48.2206°11.5153°to 48.2057°11.4586°, divided into seven portions (five for training and two for testing) to exclude overpass structures and other unexpected scenarios.
This dataset contains training data (approximately 10.14 kilometers) and testing data (6.07 kilometers), which follows similar coding rules but two key differences in coding the dashed line and the coordinate system due to the particularity of this research. In training set (coverage shown in Figure 10 , highlighted in red), dashed lines are represented as isolated line segments (two end points), shown in Figure 11 (b), and aligned with satellite imagery coordinates. In testing dataset (coverage shown in Figure 10 , highlighted in yellow), dashed lane markings belong to one set of continuous/sequential control points if they are semantically treated as one line and aligned with point cloud, as shown in Figure 11 (c). All control points are placed right in the middle of their corresponding lane marking.
Also, in this dataset, we code road boundaries (i.e. guardrail, curb) and use them to separate road surface from non-road surface (to exclude lane-marking like objects outside the road surface). 
Data Annotation

Errors in latitude, longitude, and altitude
Aerial imagery and point cloud are stored/represented in two coordinate systems -Mercator projection coordinate system [4] and Cartesian coordinate system [2, 28] -because of their acquisition techniques. Aerial image tile system is designed by demand years ago, but it inevitably has heavy distortion. To avoid distortion, point cloud processing procedures and our labeling tool are designed to process data in Cartesian coordinate system. The different coordinate systems lead to a slight distance error when coded on these two layers -point cloud representation in a Cartesian local tangent plane: North-East-Up (NEU) and imagery Figure 12 . According to precision requirements from most 'HD' definitions [16, 33, 34] , the error caused by fusion of two coordinate systems (less than 5 cm all around the world at tile level 20) does not have an impact on the final accuracy. 
EXPERIMENTS
In the proposed methodology, we test numerous patch configurations (patch feature, size) and machine learning techniques to find the appropriate classifier and run our end-to-end program to extract lane boundary geometry using this optimum classifier. In this section, we are going to present both patch level accuracy and final extracted model accuracy by using the metrics described in the next subsection.
Accuracy Definition
Lane boundaries is a collection of numeric and functional polylines/splines in control point representation [27] , we cannot simply report the accuracy in pixel-wise representation as [30] proposes.
Considering the features of lane boundary and the misalignment between ground truth and modeling coordinates, we propose two metrics for a persuasive performance score: function level and geometry level accuracy. Theoretically, the misalignment between two coordinates causes transformation from one model to another to shift, scale, rotate, and even skew. In our task, scaling, rotating, and skewness are unnoticeable so they can be ignored, only shift transformation will be considered.
Given ground truth lines L i = {l i,1 , l i,2 , ...., l i,n } and predicted lines L i = {l i,1 , l i,2 , ...., l i,m } from ith chunk, the first step is to match l ∈ L i and l ∈ L i . Let d(l, l ) denotes the distance between pair lines l and l with sign (for example, left for negative) and Pair (l i , L i ) denotes the paired line in L i of l i . Align two models by using each l i and each l i , find the argmin all pair s ( 
To calculate geometry accuracy, for each pair {l i, j :
and the performance eomet r is defined as
), while σ max = σ (L max ) is used to normalized precision for each chunk, where
). With this {perfomance : shift} metric, we can present the lane boundary geometry reasonably if the alignment between two source coordinates is unknown. Also, we can tweak the parameters of end-to-end program to generate expected model depends on the project requirement. For example, if alignment is not a requirement and we want to address the LiDAR shadow issue from point cloud, we would need to tweak the configurations with the lowest performance. 
Patch level accuracy
To find the best patch level classifier, we crop tile image with given ground truth data as described in Section 2.1, with configurable variables such as as patch size (8, 12, 16, 24) , patch feature (pixel representation and gradient based features such as Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG), Local Binary Pattern (LBP)), and numerous machine learning techniques (Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)) to evaluate their precision and recall. Figure 14 shows the performances of different training configurations of 10-fold Cross Validation.
According to our evaluation result, the change in patch size does not have a big impact on patch level performance. Considering the computational cost, a patch size of 12 is used in our final patch level classifier to generate a dense/smooth lane marking probability map shown in Figure 4 
Lane Boundary Geometry Accuracy
With the pre-trained classifier and our end-to-end solution, we tweaked parameters and thresholds as mentioned in Section 2.3 to evaluate the performance of our approach on the testing set. The function level and geometry performances are shown in Table 1 below. Figure 15 (a). Each chunk is bounded by blue rectangle, yellow stars denote road trajectory, ground truth model is rendered in red, and the resulting lane boundary geometry is rendered in green.
The shift from experiment result shows the misalignment between ground truth coordinate (from point cloud) and testing data coordinate (from satellite imagery) is negligible on testing data, which was also validated by our observation. Benefited from the above-average conditions of the testing road (good painting quality, light traffic), the extracted lane boundaries achieved impressive results when measured against the ground truth before and after the linking stage at geometry level. Function level precision improves 10.83% by the linking stage while geometry level performance only dropped 1.63% due to the interpolated, synthetic lane boundaries. Even though the median error of the results is lower than 5 cm, limited by original satellite imagery resolution, we can claim that our lane boundary geometry accuracy is 30 cm 8 .
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper we present a novel approach to automatically extract lane boundary geometry from reasonably high resolution satellite imagery. It complements the existing ground-level based methods with advantages such as cost-effectiveness, wider coverage, and better updatability. We also designed a comprehensive lane boundary geometry evaluation metric and published our lane boundary geometry dataset.
The following areas will be investigated for further improvement:
(1) Elevation information is not available in satellite imagery. This can be solved with additional data source such as DEM and the High Definition Digital Elevation Model (HD DEM) database [37] . (2) We will combine both ground level and airborne data to extract lane boundary geometry. Alignment of these two data sets is critical for the fusion. Some feature points visible in both model could register the two data sets. For example, road surface markings and pole like objects are good control point candidates. (3) By adding absolute/relative spatial information to each pixel [25] , a machine learning based (especially Recurrent Convolutional Neural Networks) lane marking pixel classification may substitute the approach of combining machine learning based lane marking patch classification and pixel-wise segmentation proposed in this paper. (4) Other than limited access roads such as highway and expressway, there is a large number of urban road networks that also need to be modeled in high definition for fully automated driving. Occlusions and shadows of urban roads in satellite imagery make it very challenging to apply our approach. In addition, the complex geometry and topology of urban road may require a different lane model for automation.
